
BONNIE PARK EVENT MAY 13 TWO FIVE K WALKS 

SPECIAL PROGAM, IVV AMERICAS, PAR FOR THE COURSE 

FIRST 5k- Leave the shelter heading toward the restroom building following the paved path around 

passing the informational kiosk on your left and crossing the entrance road on to the sidewalk. Go to the 

light, cross the street, make a right and follow this winding paved path until get to the big Metroparks 

sign before the overhead bridge. Cross the street going over the small bridge heading toward the chalet 

which has a restroom building on its right. In this area is a zipline course which qualifies for the par for 

course program.   

Return to the bridge where you will make a decision to either return to the start point by the paved 

sidewalk that you came or make an immediate turn to your left onto the dirt bridle trail. If take the 

bridle trail you will constantly stay to your right. When come to the sign no horses allowed you will turn 

right and follow this grassy trail back to the shelter.  

SECOND 5K – Leave the shelter head toward the restroom and take the walkway beside the restroom 

heading back to Pearl Road. You will cross Pearl road continuing in the park on the pedestrian trail. You 

will follow this trail as you go under a bridge thru the street crossing at the light (covered bridge on your 

left do not go under the covered bridge) continuing going straight on the trail. Once you see the big 

overhead bridge which has a parking lot beneath it. You will turn around. There is a bench there where 

can take a rest break looking over the stream.   

Return back on the same path to the start point. Hope you enjoyed these two park trails. 

 FYI you are a short driving distance to the Berea YRE where can either do the city trail that qualifies for 

town/City Hall, Rockin around the clock, Par for the course or do another part of the park trail with a 

beautiful scenic overlook.  

Thanks for doing our walks. Next walk is Brecksville Cuyahoga National Park which has two 5k on June 

10. Contact Deva 440-915-0161 

 


